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Dr Ayham Al-Ayoubi comments on FLABeLOS Lipo:
"FLABeLOS Lipo is an advanced 3-in-1 treatment combining the best aspects of
modern technology; radiofrequency, ultrasound and infra-red together.”
"Infra-red is crucial for lymphatic drainage, skin tightening, heating the tissue and
increasing circulation within the body. It gives good heat but it’s not so hot that it
causes burns, hyperpigmentation or any damage to the skin's surface. Some lasers on
the market offer great results but you have to be careful you are not burning the tissue
under the skin."
"The machine also gives wavelengths of radio-frequency energy to improve the
structure of the fibrous tissues, e.g where it has been pulled due to stretch marks,
cellulite etc. and has an ability to assist with fat reduction."
"The ultrasound offers two different types of energy which work hand-in-hand at the
same time. It helps to fracture the fat and fibrous tissue, whilst also giving an element
of heat to tighten skin."
"This is a great non-invasive treatment, ideal for use on all parts of the body, providing
the skin is healthy and there is no infection or disease. What's more there's no
downtime for the patient."
"FLABeLOS Lipo is very pleasant and completely pain-free, with no side effects (except
minimal redness to the skin, which will disappear after half an hour). All patients
treated in my Harley Street Clinic have seen 85-95% success result. The beauty of a
non-invasive treatment like FLABeLOS Lipo is that patients can have it and be out the
very same day. There's no strict long-term regime to follow post-treatment."
“The machine cannot be used as a powerful fat reduction system, but it does smooth
the areas of concern significantly so the pockets of fat tissue are slimmed down to
create a contoured effect."
“FLABeLOS Lipo does not require a doctor to use it or an operating theatre. A welltrained laser therapist can use this machine. A lot of laser machines have to be used by
a qualified Doctor, which can be incredibly time-consuming. Also, it's not a laser so
there is no need for the setting of a laser hospital or clinic, which makes the treatment
more attractive for wider use."
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